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Programme 9                                by Albert Crawford
2 November        

Continuing our theme of housing, the programme features a story about life in early times on a 
crannog, or ancient lake dwelling, featuring in particular the one found in Eskragh Lough, County 
Tyrone which existed from approximately 1200 BC.  What might life have been like for our 
ancestors in Neolithic times?

Story

Billy was sitting there, staring out over the shiny water, a dreamy look in his eyes, as if he were 
thinking back into the Long Long Ago, when his canoe was hollowed out of a great tree trunk by 
strange looking men��

Song

   Hunting Song

   Here we go hunting, out across the lake
   Looking for whatever kind of dinner we can take
   Here we go a hunting, creeping through the wood
   Makes no difference how we Þ nd it, we want food.

   Here we go hunting, crawling very near
   They look far too fat and healthy, let us steal their deer
   Here we go a hunting, stalking through the bush
   Softly or they�ll see us coming.  Hush.  Hush.  Hush.

   Now we are a hunting, underneath the sun
   Look out, they have seen us coming.  Grab the meat and run.
   Oh you clumsy hunter, you stood on a stick
   Now the tribe is close behind us.  Quick.  Quick.  Quick.

   We have been a hunting, racing through the trees
   Now they�re chasing after us like angry swarming bees
   We have been a hunting, now we�re near the shore
   They are getting close, closer, hear them roar.

   We have been a hunting, here�s our boats at last
   Jump into your own canoe and paddle very fast.
   We have been a hunting, look at what we�ve got
   Get your wooden bucket, Þ ll the big black pot.

   We have been a hunting, very far away

Crannog
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   We have travelled miles and miles for more than a day.
   We have been a hunting in the forest deep
   Now that we have eaten, we shall have some sleep.
           By Albert Crawford

The above song was written for children to perform the actions (after the broadcast) as they sing - or as the 
song is recited.  This may be in the form of an action play in the classroom, with the obvious interpretation 
of the hunters cautiously stealing up on the other tribe, grabbing the deer and attempting to make good 
their escape or (preferably outside or in the school hall) two teams line up facing each other with the �deer� 
(a school bag?) inside a hoop, or in a chalked circle, between them.  While the song is sung, the teacher calls 
out the name of two opposing children, who approach the �deer�.  As long as neither one attempts to take it 
the other cannot interfere, but once one does snatch it, the other has to touch that opponent before he or she 
reaches the safety of their own line.

Fact File

Some crannogs were entirely man-made islands, built in shallow loughs or marshes.  Others were 
natural small islands with artiÞ cial extensions.  They were built with layers of peat brushwood, 
logs, stones, straw, rushes and bones, held together by timber palisades or stone walls.  Some sites 
are known to have been settled in Neolithic times, and others in the late Bronze and Iron Ages.

Over 250 sites are known and they are especially common in the North, particularly in the Erne 
basin.

The writer of today�s programme, Albert Crawford saw two wooden canoes embedded in the 
mud of the shore of Lough Eskragh in 1953 when the water was low during an unusually dry 
summer.  The posts of the crannog could be seen.  The canoes have since perished, but other Þ nds 
are in the Ulster Museum, e.g. moulds for swords and axes, a stone anvil, a polished stone axe, a 
jet bracelet and saddle shaped quern stones for grinding corn.  Further investigations of the site 
were also made in 1973.

After the Programme

words for discussion:- dug-out canoes; pier; to �paddle� a canoe.

� Art work: make a crannog.  Make a Þ rm base and paint it blue.  Make a papier-mâché   
or plasticine shoreline.  Construct canoes from paper, card or balsa wood, and huts 
from painted separated cardboard egg containers.

� Discuss what it would be like to live on an island.  What might be the pros and cons?  
(Introduce the idea that we live on a big island).

� Talk about how life might have been like when there were no shops. How would the  
children feel about making their own clothes, hunting or growing their own food etc?

� Act out the hunting song.
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Northern Ireland Curriculum

History   Pupils should have opportunities to: develop a sense of the past   
    by: identifying obvious differences between past and present; talking  
    about possible reasons why people may have acted as they did in the  
    past and how they might have felt; talking about evidence and   
    artefacts which give us information about the past.

English

Talking and Listening: Pupils should have opportunities to: take part in
    drama activities, including role play; describe
    and talk about real and imaginary experiences and
    about people, places, things and events.

Art

Material, Tool and
Processes:   Pupils should have opportunities to: make three 
    dimensional structures by assembling, arranging
    and joining a variety of materials.

Cross-Curricular Links
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